Adhesive Backed Steel Bench Tapes
1/2 inch wide

- .0075” thick premium steel
- Adhesive backing sticks to clean, dry surfaces
- Can be cut to desired length
- Available in English, Metric, and Eng/Met scales
- All English scales are continuous inches

**Item#** | **Description**
--- | ---
50004 | 1/2” x 12’/3.6m Reads Left to Right; 32nds first foot, then 16ths top, mm bottom (white blade)
50005 | 1/2” x 12’/3.6m Reads Right to Left; 32nds first foot, then 16ths top, mm bottom (white blade)
50006 | 1/2” x 12’ Reads Left to Right; 32nds first foot, then 16ths (white blade)
50007 | 1/2” x 12’ Reads Right to Left; 32nds first foot, then 16ths (white blade)
50009 | 1/2” x 6’ Reads Left to Right; 32nds first foot, then 16ths (white blade)
50010 | 1/2” x 6’ Reads Right to Left; 32nds first foot, then 16ths (white blade)
50019 | 1/2” x 4’ Reads Left to Right; 32nds first foot, then 16ths (white blade)
50020 | 1/2” x 4’/1.2m Reads Left to Right; 32nds first foot, then 16ths top, mm bottom (white blade)
50021 | 1/2” x 3m Reads Left to Right; m/cm top, mm bottom (yellow blade)
50022 | 1/2” x 3m Reads Right to Left; m/cm top, mm bottom (yellow blade)

*Made in USA*